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physical surface of celestial body scientists are dealing with a system of parameters whose
precision depends on an order of spherical functions series expansion. For significant precision a
complicated  figure  forms  and  it  is  almost  impossible  to  describe  that  with  the  classical
approach. Thereby conducting a comparative analysis of the classical models built on the basis
of various observations is quite complicated. The aim of this work is to apply a fractal analysis
for  topographic  and  selenographic  models  investigation.  The  approach  based  on  fractal
similarity of physical structures was used for classical models and models of the librational zone
of the Moon, that had been built by expansion in a series of spherical functions in the dynamical
coordinate system. As a result,  the fractal  dimensions of  the librational  zone of  the Moon
determined for the mentioned models at various angles have been obtained.
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